NATIONAL USER STEERING GROUP FOR CANCER PEER REVIEW
Skipton House, London, Tuesday 8th December 2009

Minutes
Present:
Olga Janssen, User Reviewer (London) - Chair
Ruth Bridgeman, Acting National Coordinator, National Team
Andrianna Davis, Project Assistant, National Team
Gerald Shenton, User Reviewer, (Central), co-opted member
Colin Sloane, User Facilitator, Yorkshire Cancer Network
Joan White, User Reviewer, (Central) - Vice chair
Hugh Butcher, User Reviewer, (North)
John Chapman, User Reviewer, (North), co-opted member
Carolyn Morris, User Reviewer (South)
Mike Vincent, User Reviewer (South)
Patricia Jupp, User Reviewer (London)
James Heasman, Quality Manager (South)
Pat Roberts, User Reviewer (Central)
Catriona Calvert, Quality Director, National Team
Lorraine Winship, Quality Manager (Central)
Angela Hoyes, Quality Manager (London)
Millie Forde, Assistant Quality Manager (North)
Dave Ardron, User Reviewer, (North)
Timothy Jackson, Nurse Director, SELCN
Christopher Hudson, User Reviewer (London), co-opted member
James arrived during item 7.3, following a difficult six-hour journey to the meeting.
1. Introductions and apologies
New members Tim Jackson and Chris Hudson were welcomed to the Group. Tim
Jackson is Nurse Director for the South East London Cancer Network, a member of
the London ZAG and has participated in NCPR expert groups. Chris Hudson is a
10- year cancer survivor, user reviewer and retired Professor of Obstetrics and
Gynaecology (Sydney). He chairs the NELCN Tumour Pathway Board.
Apologies:
Jeanette Smalley, User Facilitator, Lancashire & South Cumbria Cancer Network
Evadney Gordon-Hill, Co-opted user member, BME remit
2. Minutes of 22 September for accuracy
The Minutes were agreed as an accurate record of the 22 September 2009 meeting.
3. Progress on action points from 22 September
A summary on progress as of 18 November had been circulated to the group with the
minutes for 22 September. Further progress was reported as follows.
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Pg 4 – 3.10 Payment to user reviewers for internal validation
A letter, drafted by Carolyn, to send to networks and trusts, was circulated to the
group prior to the 8 December meeting, regarding trusts/networks reimbursing travel
expenses and offering an honorarium to user reviewers engaged in the Internal
Validation (IV) process.
Ruth advised that NCPR can not endorse this, as the national team cannot be seen
to be advising networks and trusts on internal arrangements for IV. She proposed the
NUSG direct the letter to Network User Facilitators as an appropriate channel. Colin
informed the Group that user facilitators would have limited powers. Tim proposed
that the letter be sent to Network Nurse Directors. He offered to facilitate its
distribution and raise the issue of funding for user participation in IV at the Nurse
Directors‟ Group meeting at the March 2010 NDP.
Proposals were made by members for strengthening the content of the letter. It was
agreed that Olga and Tim would include these recommendations in a revised draft
and organise distribution of the letter.
ACTION: Olga and Tim to work on redrafting and distribution of the letter. Tim
to raise the issue with Network Nurse Directors at the March NDP (18/3/10).
Post meeting. The revised letter, appendix 2, went out electronically to Network
Nurse Directors on 29 December 2009.
4. Matters arising not on the agenda
Pg 3 – item 3.9 Progress on CQuINS compliance screen on user measures
Ruth informed members that the software design is almost complete but mapping is
still to be done.
Pg 5 – item 4.1 Network User Measures
The projected time schedule in the minutes for 22 September has been moved back
due to delays in Gateway. It is proposed to put through the Cancer Research
Network Measures first. It is hoped that there will be a subsequent easing of the
Gateway process, which will facilitate the submission of the draft User Measures,
hopefully by the end of 2009. More information on this is given in item 7 of these
minutes.
Pg 8 - Bullet 4 Possible restructure of NCAT
Mike Richards has agreed to advertising the vacant post for lead of the National
Cancer Action Team (NCAT), currently covered by Stephen Parsons in an acting
capacity. The post has to go through NHS London remuneration committee as it
didn‟t originally go through the Agenda for Change. The committee will meet in
January and the post will be advertised late January. An NCAT restructure may
happen when the new person is in post.
Pg 9 - item 6 Patient involvement in Cancer Research Network Measures
A meeting took place with the CRN measures expert group, which made minor
changes, but has not included consumer measures at this stage. It was agreed with
Karen Poole that the CRN measures be aligned with the CRN coordinating centre.
The CRN annual report will be redesigned to reflect consumer involvement. There is
an issue re coverage of all networks. A proper revision of CRN measures will take
place at a later stage with consumer group involvement.
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Pg 11 - item 11 Report on National Steering Group (NSG) meeting and
formation of Clinical Outcomes Group (COG)
The last National Steering Group meeting took place on 29 September. The Group
has now disbanded. A joint NCIN and NCPR Group is being established in its place,
known as the Clinical Outcomes Group (COG), jointly chaired by Mike Richards,
Cancer Czar, and Mick Peake, Clinical Lead for NCIN. This will support NCPR‟s
increasing focus on outcomes, informed by the data collection of NCIN. In summing
up the progress made by the National Steering Group since its inception, Stephen
Parsons had complimented the NUSG‟s development from a consultative body to
become a real steering group.
Dave Ardron, as Chair of the Consumer Liaison Group for the Nationlal Cancer
Research Network will represent users on the NCIN and research side and the User
Chair of the NUSG will represent users for NCPR on the COG.
NUSG members were circulated the draft terms of reference for the COG for their
information.
Due to there being no more NSG meetings and the inappropriateness of the NUSG
reporting to the COG, issues/discussions from the NUSG will now be reported to the
Peer Review Executive Team.
See also minute 6: Strategy below.
Page 11 item 11 Criteria for effective MDTs and an MDT toolkit, an NCAT
project led by Cheryl Cavanagh
Olga is the newly appointed patient member of this committee and attended their
second meeting, on 13 October. They next meet on 24 February. NUSG members
supported the recommendation for a fuller report on this project at the next NUSG
meeting. One aspect of the proposed toolkit is an e-learning package to include a 45minute module for health professionals on „how to be a good advocate for patients at
MDT meetings‟. Several NUSG user members expressed interest in joining Olga to
give feedback on this when it becomes available in draft form.
ACTION:
Olga to provide a report on the project for the next NUSG meeting.

5. Planning for succession: chairing arrangements after March 2010
A briefing paper was circulated outlining the history of NUSG chairing and the
relevant Terms of Reference, due for review in March 2010. The paper suggested
options for succession arrangements. The current ToR stipulate the election of a
user as chair and a user as vice chair on an annual basis, with a maximum tenure of
two years. Olga does not wish to ask for an exception to stand for a third year and
Joan wishes to stand down as Vice Chair in March.
Members split into three groups to discuss options and put forward additional
proposals to those listed. Ruth found having a user as chair positive for the
development of the Group. The National Team would be happy to support whatever
the Group‟s preferences for succession arrangements. Carolyn pointed out that, in
her view, chairing involved leadership of the Group.
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Following discussion, three further proposals for succession arrangements were
added to the original five. All members were invited to enter on a ballot paper their
top three choices from the revised list of eight options.
A tally of votes cast was made over lunch, with the following outcome:
18 members cast a vote.
1st choice: 28 points for co-chairing by a user member and a healthcare professional
2nd choice: 21 points for a User Chair and Vice-chair User Facilitator
3rd choice: 16 points for a Chair and two Vice-chairs, all users
Members were also given a breakdown of the top three preferences by sub-groups:
NHS votes and User votes.
Tim Jackson volunteered to stand as the Healthcare Professional Co-chair. His
canditature was warmly accepted. No user declared an interest at the meeting in
standing as the User Co-chair.
Olga, Carolyn and Joan all encouraged colleagues to come forward; they spoke
positively of their experience as users in the chairing and vice-chairing roles, both in
terms of how much they had learned and with regard to the high level of support
received from the National Coordinaor and Deputy Coordinator.
Olga was complimented by members on her chairing, but advised that whoever takes
over should not feel obliged to interpret the role in the same way as she had, but
should rather make it their own and bring their own style.
Action: Olga to work out a strategy for implementation of the Group’s
preferences for chairing with Joan, Ruth and Catriona in time for the March
meeting.
Post meeting: 10 December, a detailed spreadsheet of all votes cast, and the
weighting given to first, second and third priorities was circulated to all members.
16 December, a strategy for implementation of the Group’s preferences and a draft
job description for the two co-chair roles was circulated to all members.

6. National Update on Cancer Peer Review
Ruth reported on developments, which drew much interest from members, who were
keen for more details on items in her presentation as well as other issues.
National Cancer Programme
 Mike Richards has released a “2 years on” report on the Cancer Reform
Strategy (2007)
 All 3 Political Parties (Britain Against Cancer Conference) are supporting
continued work on the National Cancer Programme
 The NCAT lead post grading is being confirmed by NHS London before being
advertised, in same structure as the NCAT team currently sits
 The Business Plan for NCPR has been submitted to Stephen Parsons with an
ambitious anticipated schedule of work and budget for next year. A first
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response is due by Christmas, with plans to have the budget set towards the
end of January 2010.
Staffing
 It is anticipated that all NCPR posts will have been recruited by end of
financial year April 2010.
 National Team - Ruth will continue as acting National Director until the NCAT
lead post is filled. Julia Hill will continue as Acting Deputy National
Coordinator in charge of measures development.
 London zone – currently recruiting for a Quality Director. Interviews are
scheduled to take place on 22nd December. An Assistant Quality Manager is
still to be recruited.
 North Zone – Lynsey Honeyman will be returning from maternity leave in
January as Assistant Quality Manager
 Central Zone – Jackie Cross has been newly appointed as Admin Assistant
and Liz Murray as Clinical Lead
 South Zone – Clinical leads John Schofield and Simon Holmes have been
appointed and a new Quality Manger, Patricia McLarnon, has been appointed
on secondment to cover Julia Hill whilst she is acting Deputy National
Coordinator.
Strategic developments: increasing outcomes focus
 A move towards outcomes-based assessment of cancer services. The NSG
has become the Clinical Outcomes Group (COG) and will be co-chaired by
Mike Richards and Mick Peake (NCIN). Governance for peer review will come
via that group. The Chair of the NUSG has automatic membership the COG.
Peer Review representatives are Ruth Bridgeman, Julia Hill, one Quality
Director and Ian manifold (Clinical Lead for National Cancer Peer Review
Team). If one member cannot make it, then we will field cover, particularly
from user aspect. (Refer to minute at top of page 3 re Dave Ardron‟s
membership of COG and for draft ToR of COG.)
 Linking with NCIN: - Site specific clinical reference groups have been set up
by NCIN to look initially at the minimum datasets for each tumour site and the
outcomes agenda. NCPR quality managers have been asked to lead on two
sets of measures each and report to the Deputy National Coordinator. NSSGs
will link to these Clinical Outcomes Reference Groups. Quality Managers will
work with the Deputy National Coordinator in developing measures, evidence
guides and interpretations for each set of measures. With NCPR being an
annual process, there is pressure to develop measures quickly. Quality
Managers will feedback to the Clinical Reference Groups for their respective
topic areas.
 It is intended to release a Strategic Revisions Paper on becoming more
outcomes focused in January. It will include clinical lines of enquiry, key
clinical issues raised in peer review, commentary and reports against the
clinical indicators. This is to be piloted for lung, breast and possibly UGI in
2010. These tumour sites have had IOGs for longer than others, have good
data audits and have the most experience of NCPR. Lung has poor outcomes
and poor MDT attendance, but very good data audit. The clinical issues are
not measures but will be included in the evidence guides to ensure that they
are picked up consistently nationally. Sue Knights, Senior Analyst for NCPR,
is working on the evidence base for this.
Improved links with Cancer Networks
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Improved communications in peer review - it is intended to have an annual
strategy paper on the direction of peer review, working with cancer networks.
The national team is hoping to set up meetings for zonal quality directors and
medical directors to get more involvement with networks.
 Service delivery specifications will put meat on the bones of the NCPR
handbook and provide transparency for networks on the selection process for
external verification and visits to explain how decisions are made. Two
specifications have been produced and are on the CQuINS website.
1. External Verification and criteria for a Green/Amber/Red assessment.
2. Criteria for the selection of MDTs for visits.
Copies of both specifications were made available to NUSG members at the
meeting.
Commissioning
Mike asked for information on how NCPR is linking into the commissioning process.
 Currently there are no commissioning measures, apart from children‟s
cancers, but there is a demand for this, with radiotherapy saying this is the
weakest link. NCAT is advertising for an Assistant Director for
Commissioning, a fulltime permanent post. There are discussions on a
quality assurance system for commissioning and exemplar contracts for
commissioning with networks.
 Joanne Rule is working on user involvement measures for commissioning
and there may be a role for the NUSG on this.

7. Progress on 3 NUSG work-streams
1. DVD
The notes on progress against action point 6 from the 22 September meeting
of the NUSG (item 3 above) gave members an update on distribution of DVD
copies nationally and public access via CQuINS.
From feedback by members, it became clear that the process of cascading
copies of the DVD with the accompanying six customised letters from zonal
offices to networks and from them out to Trusts, PCTs, SHAs and hospices had
had mixed implementation, with several not having received copy.
The NCPR office has spare copies available for additional distribution.
The DVD can be used to assist trusts/networks in recruiting and training users
in internal validation. It can also be used for external visits.
Evaluation of the impact of the DVD had been scheduled for completion by the
end of March 2010, but in view of low national coverage to date, members
agreed to postpone this til after the next round of IV, i.e. post September 2010.
2. Communications
Joan talked the group through her paper circulated prior to the meeting. The
following comments were made:-
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Good to have in Catriona a senior NCPR postholder with a User
Involvement remit, working with the NUSG subgroup on improvements to
communications – more information given under agenda item 10 below.
The two NUSG user facilitator members have improved communications
to all User Partnerships nationally - more information under item 9 below.

Ways in which communications are being improved included:






Establishing CQuINS as the first port of call for information. See item 10
below: “Revamping CQuINS”
Establishing an ethos of response from NCPR officers to enquiries and
contributions from users in order to maintain user motivation
Establishing a comprehensive database of all user reviewers by zone,
with access agreements to names and contact details to enable two-way
communication between user reviewers and their ZAG and NUSG user
representatives. The North zone has had an excellent response from its
user reviewers and made details available to Dave, Hugh and Olga.
Central anticipates completion in January 2010. London is still chasing for
a full response. The South zone had a very poor response from its initial
enquiry, and will need to chase.
Easy access to application, expenses and honorarium forms via CQuINS
A proposal for a “contact card” for all user reviewers listing the name and
contact details of: the zonal officer with responsibility for user
involvement, their ZAG user rep. and NUSG user rep.

Zonal teams gave an update of current numbers of user reviewers in their
zones as follows:





Central - 42 users, plus 4 still to be trained on the foundation programme.
North – 41 users
London – 44 users on database, to date 25 happy for details to be
released. Some do not have an email address. 11 to be trained in
January.
South – 40 user reviewers

The group highlighted the need for a Central Zone named officer with a user
involvement remit following Naimisha‟s departure from peer review.
Action:
1. Quality managers of Central, London and South zones to make
available to NUSG and ZAG user reps. the names and contact details
of user reviewers who have agreed to release this information to
them, for the purpose of improved communications.
2. Proposals for enhanced use of CQuINS and a contact card for all user
reviewers to be followed up by Catriona in consultation with Joan and
the communications subgroup.
Post this item: Dave Ardron has agreed to join Joan in assisting with advice on
revamping CQuINS for user reviewer and public access.
3. User Measures
Hugh outlined revisions made to his Issues Paper, now titled “Service User
Involvement in Cancer Care - Policy, Principles, Practice” , in light of feedback
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received. The Paper has been given a broader context to reflect user involvement in
the mainstream, into which cancer services fit. The whole paper is predicated on
improving the patient experience. This can only be achieved by improving the patient
evidence base. This evidence will underpin and strengthen the service user role and
their partnership working with healthcare professionals.
The Paper gives authority to the proposed peer review user measures, which aim: to strengthen the capacity of partnership groups to achieve change, e.g
through membership and training
 to stregthen the advice to network boards regarding the implementation of
policies
 to stregthen the capacity to engage with new policies, e.g. equality and
diversity and survivorship agendas
Developments to the Paper include






the “ladder” of user involvement, reconfigured as a “wheel”, to remove any
implication of a hierarchy
a historical context provided
incorporation of user involvement in commissioning
a reference to care plans
an additional section on inclusion and diversity

Ruth advised that it is intended to get the draft user measures and Hugh‟s Paper to
Gateway before Christmas; she is optimistic that they will be issued quickly following
recent negotiations with the Head of Gateway for speeding up processing. Getting a
Gateway number is the priority for release of the draft measures.
The draft measures will then go out for a three-month national consultation for all
involved in cancer services to comment. Responses will be put together in a
spreadsheet and fed back to the expert group for editing before a final release. The
consultation document will go to network directors, network partnerships and user
facilitators, the Royal Colleges, various charities, SHAs, the Care Quality
Commission. There will be four regional consultation events, with the expert group
representing their region.
There is no IOG for patient involvement; Hugh‟s paper works as a substitute, pulling
together published national policies on patient and public involvement. The Paper
will be issued with the draft measures as the supporting document. The Department
of Health will see that nothing in these measures is new as they are all currently
government policy, which should help to get the measures out.
Hopefully, the Paper will also go to Trust Chief Executives via their bulletin “This
week” to show how government policy becomes a strategic document.
Mike emphasised the importance of targeting people lower down the NHS hierarchy
in the consultation exercise. Members agreed that it is vital that network partnership
groups feel comfortable with, and agree with, the measures.
Hugh was thanked for all his hard work.
A wheel of values
As an extension of the concept of a wheel as opposed to a ladder of user
involvement processes, Hugh and Olga had drafted a “wheel of values” for user
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involvement to encompass the purpose, ethos, resources and ways of working for
user involvement. It was proposed that this simple graphic illustration could assist a
common understanding of what user involvement is about and how it operates.
Members formed three subgroups to discuss the concept and make
recommendations for improvements. A written summary of each group‟s
deliberations was then passed to Hugh for updating the model.
8. Presentation on findings of new style peer review
Due to pressure of time, it was agreed that this item be postponed to the March 2010
NUSG meeting, when there will be more to report.

9. Internal Validation
The national experience
Ruth informed members that when the new style peer review was proposed,
feedback from trusts and networks had been for less prescription from NCPR for
internal validation. However, now that they had undertaken their first round of internal
validations, there were requests for more prescriptive guidance on IV. For the next IV
cycle, NCPR intend to run IV training sessions. But the national policy remains to
devolve the methodology for implementation of IV to networks‟ discretion, whilst
determining the robustness of findings and the process used through external
verification.
Colin, supported by Jeanette, did an audit of take-up and training for user
involvement in the IV process through a questionnaire to all network user
partnerships. He tabulated returns from the 15 responses received, which was
distributed to the Group. These showed some good practice but also wide variation.
Colin will send reminders to the 15 outstanding networks to get a fuller picture.
Mike pointed out that robust IV was crucial for the credibility of the whole peer review
process.
Action: Colin and Jeanette to complete the survey of UI in IV and report to the
NUSG meeting in March.

Zonal experience
South Zone
James felt that whilst there had been different levels of engagement in the networks,
on the whole he had been fairly impressed. Patient involvement has been good in the
main. He felt the process benefited from patient involvement and has informed
network facilitators that users will work as a beneficial resource for them. He thought
that networks would be aware of users who have peer reviewed for the zone.
London Zone
Angela advised that most networks had user representation and some had found it
useful. Others reported difficulties in finding users to take part. Olga reported that
networks had not taken up her offers to assist with recruitment and training.
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North Zone
Millie advised that out of a total of 56 teams, 14 didn‟t list panel members. 7 didn‟t
state that they had a user rep on the panel, 4 expected one but had none in
attendance.

Central Zone
Lorraine advised that most teams had user on panel.

10. Catriona’s spot
Catriona is a Quality Director working with in the national team. She has recently
returned from maternity leave on a three-day week. Prior to that she was Quality
Director in the North Zone. She provided the NUSG with an overview of her remit:

Lead on training – next user foundation training day 8 January 2010



Internal validation – work in January to March looking at reports not approved
by external verification and common themes, including gaps in the process and
user involvement



Specialist Palliative Care measures – there is a lot of work going on in this
area. She will provide feedback to the SPC expert group.



Lead on user involvement in the national team – taken over this area of
responsibility from Stephen and Ruth

“De-selection” of reviewers, policy and practice
The national executive team (membership: all Quality Directors, National Coordinator
and Deputy) have discussed this issue under the general policy for “selection”, “deselection” being considered too negative for what is a voluntary process. Catriona is
currently working on a paper, hopefully to be out early in the New Year. This will
include explicit criteria for reviewers‟ conduct on reviews, supported by the National
Handbook for Peer Review. She is proposing that reviewers get feedback from teams
on their performance after the first review. Where reviewers do not meet the criteria,
the zonal team are to address this with the individuals concerned. This has been
more of an issue with healthcare professionals than users. Usually a quiet word
works, but where this is not the case, a procedure for further action will be agreed.
Action: The selection paper to be presented to members at the the NUSG
March meeting.
New application form for user reviewers
This is work in progress. Catriona thanked Joan, Pat and Olga for their contributions.
She circulated a draft pro forma for capturing, anonymously, information on diversity,
designed with a view to establishing wider user representation. The application form
will also cover agreement by the applicant for their name and contact details to be
given to their named user representatives on the ZAG and NUSG. It is hoped to have
the application documentation finalised and on CQuINS in January 2010.
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Ruth advised that once the application form has been finalised, all reviewers will be
asked to recomplete an application form. This will facilitate up-to-date zonal
databases of reviewers. John suggested putting on the application how long
applicants are expected to serve and how long they would like to be on the system.
Revamping CQuINS for public information
John reported that he found CQuINS difficult to access and not user friendly.
Catriona has been working on this and is proposing a 4-level public access point as
outlined in the progress notes (action point 9), referred to in item 3 of these minutes.
This will facilitate applications for becoming a reviewer; provide information on user
involvement developments, e.g. PRagmatic, NUSG minutes; how to find reports on
your local service; redirection to other websites for other information on cancers. An
appropriate placing with contextual information will be provided for the DVD and
other user generated materials.
Action: Update on progress to be given at NUSG March meeting

11. News from the zones, including ZAGs
Central Zone


There have been 4 reviews to date and 2 more still to be. They have gone
well and they have taken reviewers from the west area to east and vice versa.
User reviewers have given positive comments and are enjoying the new
process.



IV was completed on time and EV breast is now complete. EV proved to be
extremely time consuming but the team have learnt a lot from the process.



The team continue to have separate East and West ZAG meetings and, in
addition, are planning a combined zonal one in London.



They are still recruiting user reviewers.



Met with Joan and Pat to discuss working way forward with user elements.
Joan felt that this was very worthwhile.



Plans to send copy of measures out to users for next reviews.



Joan stated that it was suggested for there to be a regular spot in PRagmatic
on CQuINS to include guidelines on the different aspects of CQuINS – Group
agreed that this is a good idea. NB there is a paragraph on CQuINS in issue 4
of PRagmatic under Web Bits.



All received a copy of PRagmatic.



There was a death of a user reviewer, and the zone had to contact relatives
to apologise for unknowingly sending out an CPR material. Family thought
they would be aware via partnership group – need to look at how to address
this.
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South Zone


Geographically challenging, stretching from Cornwall to Kent. To date
completed visits to Kent & Medway; Thames Valley; Surrey, West Sussex
and Hampshire; Sussex; Dorset. Central South Coast and Peninsula are due
to take place in February and March 2010.



Not had full complement of staff. Patricia McLarnon is soon to start as Quality
Manager on a secondment basis in place of Julia. Pearle Clay, formerly
Admin Assistant, is now acting assistant quality manager until March 2010,
Therefore, there is no designated admin person at present.



There has been good pt/carer involvement where the team have tried to use a
mix of veteran and rookie reviewers.



IV has been ok. There was a lot of work with EV but it went well. The biggest
challenge was to fit in reviews and meetings over a 2 month period.



There have been 2x ZAGs to date; West meeting in Taunton (no user rep)
and East meeting in London (Carolyn rep). Carolyn said it was a good
meeting, which had commissioning representation and generally had the right
people around the table. Development of user involvement will be considered
at a future meeting.



The South have 460 reviewers, of which 40 are patient/carers.



James is the user contact in south

London Zone


Currently recruiting Quality Director and Assistant Quality Manager (Minute to
item 6 refers) They are hoping the newly appointed Assistant Quality Manager
will be user rep contact for London.



6 reviews have been completed to date with one more to be done on 7 January
2010 and Northern Ireland in April 2010.



They have had users for all their reviews, but problems getting a full
compliment of clinicians.



Not all IVs were done on time, some one month late. Breast EVs have been
completed, remaining teams will be done by the end of January.



One ZAG meeting has taken place to date. Membership proved ”tortuous” _
no SHA, PCT or Commissioner representation and there was poor attendance.
8 people attended and, of those, 2 were users The next ZAG is due to take
place in January.



Issues have been raised around users receiving payment for IVs, as discussed
earlier.
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Recruitment - 11 user names have been put forward for training but London
has a large dropout rate.



Aim to do all London peer review training in March, National training in January
and May.



Have attended 3 Partnership Groups to talk about user reviewers

North Zone


EV and IV proved to be horrendous: “a big blurr” now



ZAG - had one for North West and one for North East of the patch, both of
which will be combined as of February 2010. There was user representation
on both and user feedback is always on the agenda.



There are 41 users on their database to date and they will continue to recruit.



They have had great success with user reps on all IV and MDT meetings and
they are all treated exactly the same as HCPs. Although there was a concern
about a user/users who turned up unwell.

12. PRagmatic issues 4 & 5
An electronic copy of issue 4, December 2009, was circulated to all NCPR staff and
networks as well as NUSG members. Hard copies will be delivered and sent out by
post to all user reviewers and networks in the next fortnight. Olga advised
contributions were received by the same five people each time and she would
welcome more contributors. Ideas and photos as well as articles are wanted.
The PRagmatic email address is printed on the top of each edition. A total of only
three emails have been received since April 2008, after 3 issues. Despite this,
informal feedback seems to indicate that PRagmatic is generally well received.
Action : Idea, photos and copy to Olga please by the end of March 2010 for
issue 5.

13. Agenda items for 16/3/10
-

Item 8 – Ruth‟s presentation on „Findings of New Style Peer Review‟
Annual Review of Terms of Reference
Appointment of Co-chairs
NCAT project on effective MDTs and an MDT toolkit
Update on survey of User Involvement in IV (Colin and Jeanette)
Progress on Communications workstream including CQuINS
Selection of reviewers paper

Group to advise Olga of any other items.
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14. Evaluation of meeting
Hugh
Using the “wheel of values”: the style of the meeting was in rank order: open, friendly,
meaty with good discussion, partnership oriented, rigorous and challenging. Another
good meeting with a good mix of content. The minutes are very good and
comprehensive. The meeting could be more challenging. Sustainability and diversity
are areas which need to be addressed.
Catriona
It has been useful and enjoyable; having the subgroup activity worked well. Overdid
the agenda. It would be good to give the national picture earlier on as it informs a lot
of the other items. Good contributions from all.

Olga
Liked the room: better than Wellington House. The width of room permits the chair to
see and respond to members‟ faces more easily. She admitted the agenda is too
busy. She is extremely happy at having Tim, nurse director, on board and
complimented Colin and Jeanette on their survey; their access to user facilitators and
through them User Partnerships nationally was proving very valuable.
15. Dates of meetings 2010: 16/3/10; 22/6/10; 21/9/10; 7/12.10
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Appendix 1
PROGRESS AT 8/3/10 ON ACTION POINTS FROM NUSG MEETING 8/12/09
1. Payment of user reviewers for internal validation (item 3. page 2. of mins)
Olga revised letter to incorporate members’ recommendations. Letter distributed by
Tim electronically to Network Nurse Directors 29/12/10. All NUSG members sent
copy electronically for info 28/1/2010
Replies received, and acknowledged by Olga, from NE London and E Midlands
Networks, both supporting reimbursement of expenses but not in favour of an
honorarium for home network work (i.e. IV and other duties.) Colin Sloane reported
to NUSG meeting 8/12/09 that Yorkshire Network, but not as yet Trust, have agreed
to IV honorarium. SE London (Tim’s network) meets expenses. Their User
Partnership to discuss honorarium and, if in favour, will put to May Network Board
meeting. Tim to canvas other Networks’ plans at NDP 18/3/10.
2. NCAT project on Criteria for effective MDTs and MDT toolkit
(item 4. page 3. of mins)
Olga to report: agenda item 13. NUSG 16/3/10. N.B. 24/2/10 meeting of MDT Group
cancelled due to lack of sufficient progress. Next meeting proposed June/July.
3. Succession arrangements for NUSG chairing (item 5. pages 3. and 4. of mins)
Strategy for implementation of NUSG’s preferences agreed by Ruth, Catriona, Tim,
Olga and Joan. Circulated to all NUSG members. All user reviewers nationally
circulated with letter of invitation, signed by Ruth, to apply for user co-chair vacancy,
role description and application form. Deadline for applications 22/2/10.
Four applications received. Two candidates recommended to NUSG for adoption
under new proposal for a vice chair in addition to a user co-chair to join Tim Jackson
as healthcare professional co-chair. For ratification by NUSG 16/3/10, item 2. Two
unsuccessful candidates (both London) advised that they will be invited to apply again
to join NUSG once appropriate vacancies arise.
4. Communications between user reviewers and their ZAG and NUSG user reps.
(item 7.2 pages 6. & 7. of mins)
Names and contact details of user reviewers, who have agreed to release this
information, to be given to named ZAG and NUSG user reps for London, South and
Central zones. (North already supplied Nov 2009) Zones to report item 4. 16/3/10.
Catriona advises Central & South lists on their way; London position to be advised.
5. Revamping of CQuINS and user reviewers’ contacts card
(item 7.2 pages 6. & 7. and item 10. pages 10. and 11. of mins)
Catriona to report progress item 12. of NUSG meeting 16/3/10.
6. Survey of User involvement in Internal Validation (item 9. page 9 of mins.)
Colin and Jeanette to give update, item 11. of NUSG meeting 16/3/10.
7. Selection of Reviewers, conduct for reviewers and feedback on performance
(item 10. page 10 of mins)
Catriona to report to NUSG 16/3/10 meeting, item 9.
8. PRagmatic issues 4 & 5 (item 12, page 13 of mins)
Issue 4 delivered December 2009. One article received for issue 5.
item 14. of agenda for NUSG 16/3/10.
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Appendix 2
National Cancer Peer Review

National Cancer Peer Review
Lloyd Still Ward
St Thomas‟ Hospital
London SE1 7EH

Tel: 020 7188 9028
16th December 2009
Dear Network Nurse Director,
User Reviewers in Cancer Peer Review
We are writing on behalf of the National User Steering Group for Cancer Peer
Review. The purpose of this letter is to clarify the payments made to users
participating in the Internal Validation process.
Since the inception of the National Peer Review Programme Patients and Carers
recruited as user reviewers have been supporting Trusts and Cancer Networks in
preparing for and conducting peer reviews. Across the country more than 200 have
reviewed Multidisciplinary Teams and Network Tumour and Cross-Cutting Groups.
Their participation has been seen as a major strength of the programme, bringing
independence, credibility and the authority of the user voice to the process.
User involvement in Cancer Peer Review supports user involvement in
Commissioning by building user competencies and user engagement in quality
assurance processes.
As Chair of the National User Steering Group, I have spoken with many people
affected by cancer who have been glad to support Cancer Peer Review in this way.
Two independent national evaluations, commissioned by NCPR in 2007, which
included extensive canvassing of NHS cancer teams‟ views in all networks, endorsed
the involvement of user reviewers in the process.
Users reviewers benefit by having a greater understanding of MDT functioning and
Trust and Network issues. These benefits are then carried back to users‟ other
involvement activities within their Trust and Network groups.
Users wish to contribute to the Internal Validation process. Many have attended
briefings and taken up training sessions to ensure meaningful participation.
We recognize that taking part in Internal Validations is not merely a question of
turning up on the day, but requires detailed preparation beforehand. Just as with
external reviews, we are happy to accept this, and to put in the work.
In the case of external visits, user reviewers have expenses reimbursed, and are
able to claim an honorarium in recognition of their time and contribution. Expenses
include public transport and car mileage rates at the standard rate for all reviewers as
well as parking costs. The honorarium is £50 per meeting/training event and £100 for
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a day‟s review, preparatory work included.
But there does not appear to be a budget set by Networks and Trusts for user
involvement in Internal Validations. All too often our user reviewers are being
expected to contribute their time and energy without even travel and parking costs
being reimbursed.
Small though those items might be in a Trust budget, they make all the difference to
users. Some can simply not afford to take part if their costs are not covered. There is
an equality issue here, and, as I‟m sure you will appreciate, enabling those less well
off to take part is an important part of our credibility.
Furthermore, not being offered expenses sends a message about the value of users‟
participation. Good practice in user involvement starts with the reimbursement of out
of pocket expenses.
On the issue of payment, there‟s a perceived imbalance between NHS professionals
who attend the IV panels as part of their job and user reviewers who are
volunteering. There is a view that if an organization were paying a user reviewer
perhaps their views would be taken more seriously.
This is what happens in external reviews. It is standard, nationally agreed practice to
offer users an honorarium, which they are free to claim or not.
We would like Trusts & Networks to offer user reviewers engaged in Internal
Validations an honorarium. It would be consistent with practice in external review
visits, and would recognize the time, skills and experience that user bring to the
process.
You may find it helpful to show this letter to your trust user group/network partnership
group and discuss this issue with them.
The actual costs of reimbursing travel expenses and offering an honorarium will be
low, the risks of not doing so high, and we therefore ask that you suggest to your
Network and Trusts that they need to build into their annual budget planning a small
budget for travel expenses and an honorarium as Internal Validation is an annual
process.
We ask you to let the National User Steering Group for Cancer Peer Review have
your agreement to offering these payments as soon as possible.

Yours sincerely,

Olga Janssen

Tim Jackson

Chair of the National User Steering Group

Nurse Director SELN
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(NUSG) for Cancer Peer Review
NUSG

Co-chair elect for the
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